
How Asia Firms Are Riding The Block Chain Revolution
At the core of any successful online gaming business is the need to innovate across all
areas of product and game development. Incorporating new technologies and platform
advancements delivered to an audience continually hungry for innovation are keys to
success. An often misunderstood innovation to grab the internet is something called the
Blockchain, an undeniably ingenious invention and the brainchild of a person or group of
people known by the pseudonym, Satoshi Nakamoto. 

And Block Chain Is? 

Before looking at what applications Blockchain can bring to online gaming lets first
answer the question that everyone is asking, what is Blockchain and how does it work?
As a basic explanation, picture a spreadsheet that is duplicated thousands of times
across a network of computers. Then imagine that this network is designed to regularly
update this spreadsheet by thousands of different computers. Information held on a
Blockchain exists as a shared and continually reconciled database. This way of using the
network has obvious benefits. 

The Blockchain database isn’t stored in any single location, meaning the records it keeps
are truly public and easily verifiable. No centralized information exists for a hacker to
corrupt. Hosted by millions of computers simultaneously, its data is accessible to anyone
on the internet, so for an online gaming business these attributes are particularly helpful
providing a incorruptible digital ledger of economic transactions which are transparent and
that can be programmed to record not only financial transactions but virtually everything
of value.

By allowing digital information to be distributed but not copied, Blockchain technology
has created the backbone of a new type of internet. Originally devised for digital currency,
the tech community is now finding other potential uses for the technology. And the good
news is that like the internet (or your car), you don’t need to know how the Blockchain
works to use it.

Given all the hype and buzz around Blockchain, for online gaming operators at least, what does this technology offer? Well at the
moment not that much other than being able to accept and make payments using digital currencies like Bitcoin or Ethereum. This can be
a big plus as digital currencies are very secure, transparent and virtually instant and importantly take banks and credit card providers out
of the mix This of course  translates to lower costs and critically means no chargebacks.

The popularization of digital games has had an enormous effect within the i-gaming industry. The shrinking gap between producers and
players is presenting the industry with a new set of challenges, but also exciting new opportunities. Today’s players have come to expect
more sophisticated gameplay even from relatively simple games. We are seeing a trend in technology which is pushing games to new
platforms and distribution methods, slowly rendering the days of boxed games obsolete. As a result, new models for monetization and
engagement are becoming necessary. iGaming companies are quickly coming to this realization, with many looking to understand the
technology and many more shifting, or planning to shift, their business models to adapt.

The elephant in the room of new monetization strategies is the free-to-play (or F2P) model. F2P games are games which are available at
no cost to players. Micro transactions within the game are then used to monetize the game. Players can play for free, but are often
encouraged to pay for certain in-game items (like powerful bonuses, levels, clubs, leader boards etc..), and maintained through frequent
updates and patches over long periods of time. In other words, in the F2P era, games are becoming less like a product and more like a
service. Innovative i-gaming operators are now looking at the bigger picture by not only accepting digital currencies, but through
developing and integrating Blockchain fuelled platforms enabling bi-directional exchange of private and base tokens.

Up & Coming 
With the Introduction of a tokenized economy through the use of open platforms,
Blockchain allows for new incentives with transparent verification.

Looking to the future a smart and internet savvy group comprised of gaming industry
veterans seeing a massive gap in the social casino market, particularly in Asia, are
developing a unique platform called GameWorkz. The GameWorkz platform will offer
amongst other things, F2P tokenised social casino games targeting new generations of
Asian players. As a part of their development plan, GameWorkz are also creating an
independent foundation managed platform which will be open and free to all game
publishers, advertisers, marketers and players. Designed to be disruptive and smart using
Blockchain as a core component , GameWorkz will ring in a new era of social casino
gaming to an already hungry and impatient market.

Some well known land based operators have announced their intention to develop and
launch their own token that will connect the online and land-based offline gaming
environments. It’s innovations like these that will start to push the Blockchain
boundaries, whilst at the same time expanding revenues lines to more than just gaming
operations.

 With limited crypto payment options through a dedicated smart contract wallet available
to players, few if any Blockchain compliant casino platforms are offering token enabled
games with no token fuelled loyalty programs. There is never going to be a better time
for operators to jump in and get to know how this new technology can expand and create
new business opportunities in the world of casino gaming.

The EPA  Block Chain Solution

If you are considering using Block Chain technology in your gaming eco system,  then you
should be talking to our technical resource team at Euro Pacific Asia Consulting Ltd.  EPA
provides a complete introduction to Block Chain technology and how it can best be used
in your environment. We also provide business planning, revenue modelling, feasibility
and market competition analysis as well as a host of other services that go a long way to
ensuring your solution is a success.

Not talking to professionals with real hands on experience in this and other areas  will
without question set your project on the road to failure. 

Euro Pacific Asia Consulting (EPA) are acknowledged industry experts able to advise,
devise, recommend and deliver the best solutions tailor made for your property. 

Contact us today for a detailed proposal
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conferences around the world. As the Managing Partner for Euro Pacific Asia Consulting, Shaun
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